Dear partner,
After beginning with a blast, 2019 is now well and truly underway!
Welcome to this year’s first edition of our Amdocs Open Network Partner Program newsletter.
As innovative technologies and architectures drive the creation of new business opportunities,
applications and services, this is an exciting time for our partnership as together, we enable this
new era of transformation!
Here’s a preview of this edition’s hot topics:
•

Amdocs recognized as Leader in Gartner’s 2019 Magic Quadrant for OSS

•

Globe Selects Amdocs NFV solution for NaaS and mobile core operation
automation

•

Amdocs to showcase 5G solutions and services at MWC19 Barcelona

•

What’s new in ONAP’s recent release, Casablanca

Ofer Farkash
Amdocs Open Network
NFV Partner Program Marketing Manager

Amdocs positioned as Leader in
Gartner’s 2019 Magic Quadrant
for OSS
OSS transformation has a major impact on the
success of NFV investments and a CSP’s
preparedness for the future. Amdocs was
positioned highest in both ability to execute and
completeness of vision, as well as its
proven ability to support NFV implementation
across all network domains.

Read
more

Globe Telecom Selects Amdocs
NFV solution for NaaS and mobile
core operation automation!
With Amdocs NFV solution, Globe will transform its
network to automate operations and
management of their Network-as-a-Service (NaaS),
SD-WAN and wide range of VNF based network
services.

Learn
more

Amdocs to showcase fast
deployment and maximum
monetization of smart and open
5G networks
Visit us at MWC19 Barcelona to learn about our
5G solution capabilities, which enables service
providers to deploy 5G networks fast and
efficiently, run dynamic, automated smart
operations, and streamline innovation through

open, standards-based and ecosystem solutions.

Learn more

What’s new in ONAP’s third
release – Casablanca?
As we continue to work in partnership with
leading service providers, we’re proud to be
among Casablanca’s top code contributors.
In this update, learn what’s included in ONAP’s
latest release and what’s on the cards for its next
release – Dublin.

Read more

Don’t miss this joint MicrosoftAmdocs session at MWC19!
Yousef Khalidi, CVP of the Azure Networking
team at Microsoft, Oren Marmur, head of NFV at
Amdocs and Arpit Joshipura, general manager
of networking at Linux Foundation will co-present
ONAP integration with Azure on Thursday February
28 from 11:15 - 12:15 AM as part of the event’s
Connectivity Summit

Come to party with us at MWC19
We will be hosting a party and you are invited
to attend. It is a fantastic opportunity to meet
Amdocs executives, customers and other
ecosystem partners.

Entering the party requires registration
RSVP by Feb 15

Register here
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Contact us to learn more about Amdocs NFV solutions and partnership opportunities
Contact our partner program
Visit Amdocs Open Network Partner Program website

